Levinthal's paradox is that rmding the native folded state of a protein by a random search among all possible configurations can take an enormously long time. Yet proteins can fold in seconds or less. Mathematical analysis of a simple model shows that a small and physically reasonable energy bias against locally unfavorable configurations, of the order of a few kT, can reduce Levinthal's time to a biologically significant size.
Lectures and articles dealing with protein folding dynamics often begin with a reference to the Levinthal "paradox" (1, 2t). The main point of this paper is to show by mathematical analysis of a simple model that Levinthal's paradox becomes irrelevant to protein folding when some of the interactions between amino acids are taken into account.
How long does it take for a protein to fold up into its native structure? In a standard illustration ofthe Levinthal paradox, each bond connecting amino acids can have several (e.g., three) possible states, so that a protein of, say, 101 amino acids could exist in 310 = 5 X 107 configurations. Even if the protein is able to sample new configurations at the rate of 1013 per second, or 3 x 1020 per year, it will take 1027 years to try them all. Levinthal 
Model and Results
Since the goal is not to understand the folding of any particular protein, but only to present an elementary resolution of Levinthal's paradox, precise details of the protein structure will be ignored. Consequently, the model to be treated is not expected to be directly useful in the theory of protein folding. It allows for only one of the many kinds of energetic effects that are known to be involved in folding a real protein.
The protein is a chain of N + 1 amino acids and N bonds. The connecting bond between two neighboring amino acids can be characterized as "correct" or "incorrect." (Correct means native in biology and "Shakespearean" in writing Hamlet.) There may be several ways that this bond can be incorrect; these will all be lumped together. Correct bonds are labeled c, and incorrect bonds are labeled i. A typical configuration of the chain is cciiciccciic. The "perfect" or fully correct state is the one consisting of all c's and no i's. The problem treated here is: starting with an arbitrary distribution of correct and incorrect bonds, and some rule for making changes, find how long it takes to get to the perfect chain for the first time.
The rule for making changes is the main issue. These changes cannot be entirely random; they must be governed by physical chemical laws. The simplest nontrivial assumption one can make is that a correct bond can become incorrect (c -+ i) with the rate ko and an incorrect bond can become correct (i -+ c) with the rate k1 and that these changes occur entirely independently. As a result, the number S of incorrect bonds in the protein configuration changes in time. The first-passage time to the perfect state is the elapsed time, starting from some arbitrary initial S, to arrive for the first time at S = 0. The mean first-passage time T(S) is the average of this elapsed time over all ways of getting from S to S = 0.
Then the mean first-passage time from a configuration with S incorrect bonds to the perfect configuration is approximately T(S) -(1/Nko)(1 + kO/k1)N. [1] (The exact result is given later in Eq. 16.) This is asymptotically correct for large N if ko is not too small. The time T is essentially independent of the starting S; even if the starting configuration is close to perfect, there is a significant probability that it will wander further away before reaching S = 0. 
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. [2] 1030 In this limit, X is independent of N and has a logarithmic dependence on S. This is the formula to use in connection with Dawkins' "weasel." It gives a value for r of the order of 105 generations (one generation is 28 attempts), which is what one sees in a computer simulation of a fully biased random search. The derivation of these formulae will be given later.
Up to this point, the protein was characterized only by N and the two rate constants. However, it is useful to make a specific interpretation of the ratio ko/kl. The kinetic scheme for a single bond is 10-10 I [3] The ratio of the rate constants is an equilibrium constant, [ [5] Discussion When U = 0, or there is no penalty, the mean first-passage time becomes TL = (l/Nko)(V + 1)N' [6] where (v + 1)N is the number of possible configurations and Nko is the sampling rate. This is the formula that is usually used in discussions of Levinthal's paradox.
But if there is a penalty, so that ko/k1 is small, T can become much smaller. This is shown dramatically in Fig. 1 . The graph was drawn using the exact formula for T(S) given in Eq. 16; the approximate formula in Eq. 1 gives slightly smaller values for X when U/kT is big. This graph is based on N = 100, v = 2, and S = 66. The rate constants were arbitrarily chosen as k= 109 s-1 for i -* c and ko = 2 exp(-U/kT) 109 s-1 for c i. This choice satisfies Eq. 5 
. As in Metropolis Monte
Carlo simulations, k1 is taken to be independent of temperature, so that the entire temperature dependence comes from the energy penalty in making an incorrect bond. The figure shows the mean first-passage time, in years, as a function of U/kT. According to Eq. 2, the first-passage time in the limit of infinite U/kT is about 1.5 x 10-16 year or 5 x 10-9 s.
The figure shows that the first-passage time becomes biologically significant (of the order of 1 second) when U/kT is greater than about 2. One may argue that the chosen value of k1 is only an uninformed guess, but one must remember that the graph covers a range of more than 40 orders of magnitude. If k1 is changed by a few orders of magnitude, the vertical axis is shifted by that amount. Then the energy at which the resulting first-passage time is 1 second shifts to a 10-20 [7] Similarly, the rate at which S --S 1 is the number of incorrect bonds times the rate k1 of changing an incorrect bond into a correct one, rate(S-* S 1) = Sk1.
[8]
The probability that there are S incorrect bonds at time t is denoted by P(S,t). This changes by gains from S -1 and S + 1 and losses to S -1 and S + 1. The gain-loss or master equation -(N -S)koP(S, t) -Sk1P(S, t).
[9]
The end points S = 0 and S = N are handled by requiring that P(-1, t) and P(N + 1, t) are both equal to 0.
The standard procedure for using a master equation to find mean first-passage times is as follows. Write the differential equations for P in matrix form as Si T(S) = (1/kj) : -..
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 89 (1992) d P(S, t) = > W(S, S')P(S', t).
[10] The S-dependent parts of T are generally negligible in comparison with the leading term (1 + K)N. This is the result stated in Eq. 1.
This asymptotic approximation is not valid if ko is too small. In the limit ko -+ 0, the integral in Eq. 16 can be evaluated easily and leads to Eq. 2. Nko [14] By using the integral identity ( ) m=n+l m = K(n + 1) (n+ 1)11 dx(l -x)n(1 + Kx)N-n-1 [15] We thank William A. Eaton for helpful comments.
